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The following items arise from the Information Technology (IT) Committee meeting of May 11,
2020. They are presented to the Board of Governors for consideration.
I.

FOR ACTION BY THE BOARD OF GOVERNORS

1.

ITS Strategic Plan 2020-2025

[IT19-14]

The IT Committee reviewed the McGill IT Services (ITS) Strategic Plan and Roadmap
2020-2025. The IT Committee had the opportunity to discuss and provide feedback on
the Plan and Roadmap at its Retreat on February 6, 2020. The Strategic Plan and
Roadmap is in close alignment with the University’s strategic objectives, most notably
the Principal’s Priorities, the Strategic Academic Plan 2017-2022 and the Strategic
Research Plan 2019-2024.
The 2020-2025 ITS Strategic Plan and Roadmap is rooted in the following foundational
aims:
1- Unified Digital Experience
2- Operational Efficiency
3- Strategic Decision Making
4- Sustainability & Security
Following review, the IT Committee recommended the endorsement of the Strategic Plan
and Roadmap by the Board of Governors, with the understanding that each IT project
emanating from the Plan will be considered for approval in accordance with the
University’s policy and governance process.
Be it resolved that the Board of Governors, on the recommendation of the IT
Committee, endorse the ITS Strategic Plan and its 5 year Road Map, as presented
in Appendix A, with the understanding that each IT project emanating from the ITS
Strategic Plan will be considered for approval in accordance with the University’s
policies and governance process.
2.

Proposed New Policy on Enterprise Data Governance

[IT19-15]

Data is a strategic asset of McGill University and sound principles of governance are
required to ensure its quality, integrity, access, security, use, and destruction. The new
Policy on Enterprise Data Governance establishes roles and responsibilities for McGill
University data, and standards for the management of these data. It also assigns
responsibility for data governance at McGill University to the Data Governance Steering
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Committee (DGSC). The PowerPoint presentation in Appendix E provides an overview
of the approach to data governance that is being proposed.
The Policy is supported by two Standards – the Standard on Enterprise Data Governance
and the Standard on Enterprise Data Classification – which are presented in Appendix C
and D for informational purposes. The development of a Standard on Enterprise Data
Classification responds to a recommendation the Secretariat received from Internal Audit.
Following review of the new Policy, the IT Committee recommended it for approval by
the Board of Governors.
Be it resolved that the Board of Governors, on the recommendation of the IT
Committee, approve the new Policy on Enterprise Data Governance, as presented
in Appendix B.
3.

Revised Policy on the Responsible Use of McGill IT Resources

[IT19-16]

The Policy on the Responsible Use of McGill Information Technology Resources has not
been reviewed since it was approved by the Board of Governors in 2010. The purpose of
the Policy is to ensure that McGill IT resources are being used to advance the mission of
McGill University and to support any related administrative, financial and operational
activities. To this effect, the Policy aims to safeguard the Security of all McGill IT
Resources, by establishing the responsibilities of the University and its community in the
use of IT Resources.
The scope of the review was limited to the identification and correction of any gaps and
shortcomings. Based on this review, it was recommended to maintain the Policy’s overall
design and to proceed only with updates that respond to and reflect changes in
technology, cyber security, and in IT governance related to the protection of
confidentiality, integrity and availability of data. Appendix G presents an overview of the
changes and compares the current Policy to the proposed revised Policy.
Following review of the revised Policy, the IT Committee recommended it for approval
by the Board of Governors.
Be it resolved that the Board of Governors, on the recommendation of the IT
Committee, approve the revised Policy on the Responsible Use of McGill
Information Technology Resources, as presented in Appendix F.
I.

FOR THE INFORMATION OF THE BOARD OF GOVERNORS

1.

Update on Recruitment to Retirement (R2R) Project and Go Live Date
The IT Committee received an update on the Recruitment to Retirement (R2R) Project. It
was informed that the project was progressing well and that testing was performed
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successfully. The project, which is on schedule and within budget, is expected to go live
in the summer 2020.
2.

Update on Cyber Security and Impact of COVID-19

[IT19-13]

The Committee received a cyber-security status update for the period from January 2020
to April 2020. The status update described ongoing initiatives to improve the University’s
cyber security, including a broader deployment of 2-factor authentication (2FA) and the
implementation of a phishing campaign.
The Committee also received an update on the cyber security-related risks and challenges
posed by the COVID-19 pandemic and the University’s response. The Committee was
informed that ITS re-directed efforts to COVID-19 activities, notably to support remote
teaching capabilities, and has been working closely with McGill’s Emergency Operation
Center in support of all security related needs to provide and improve new IT Services.
3.

Report on IT Initiatives and Projects

[IT19-12]

The Committee received a Report on IT initiatives and projects, which included a status
update of active initiatives and projects funded by proceeds of the Bond as well as a
financial summary of both planned and ongoing bond-funded IT projects and initiatives.
The Committee was informed that the spending allocation of bond proceeds was
modified from $250 million for capital projects and $150 million for IT initiatives to
$190 million for capital projects and $210 million for IT initiatives. The decrease in the
bond spending allocation in support of capital projects in favour of IT initiatives was
explained and compensated by the fact that the Quebec government has increased its
capital funding in recent years and this trend is not expected to change in the immediate
future.
As at March 31, 2020, the cumulative expenditure of bond proceeds on IT initiatives and
projects was $ 68,920,252.
4.

IT Unit Activity Report

[IT19-17]

The Committee received a report on general IT-related activities, which included updates
on:
o IT Services’ Contribution to the University’s COVID-19 emergency response
efforts, notably in ensuring that the McGill community is able to learn, teach
and work remotely.
o The New Digital Research Infrastructure Organization (NDRIO) which will
bring under one federal organization all investments in Advanced Research
Computing (HPC - High Performance Computing), Research Software and
Research Data Management, with McGill University involved in the creation
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of the new Digital Research Infrastructure (DRI), which will be one of the five
host sites in Canada for HPC.
o The release of IT Services 2019 Annual Report in February 2020 (available on
the ITS website).
o The Auditor General of Quebec’s (AGQ) audit of the University’s IT Projects,
which mainly focuses on the procurement practices relating to a number of IT
contracts, to which management has started to respond. The AGQ is auditing
McGill in the context of its plan to include in its auditing scope, charter
universities, starting with McGill and the University of Sherbrooke.
5.

Other Reports
The Committee also received the following report for information:
- Report on IT Project and Contract Approvals Valued between $1M and $6M

END
May 2020
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McGill Information Technology
Services (ITS) strategic plan
IT Committee – May 11, 2020

1

Overview
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

History and Context: 2017-2020 ITS Strategic Plan
2020-2025 ITS Strategic Plan Development Approach
Higher Education and McGill Context
McGill 2020-2025 ITS Strategic Plan Vision
ITS Strategic Focus Areas
5-Year Roadmap for the 2020-2025 ITS Strategic Plan
Next Steps
Appendix
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History and Context: The 2017-2020 ITS Strategic Plan
In 2016, the ITS leadership identified some internal and ITS organizational challenges that needed to be addressed in
order to support the mission of McGill University. These ITS challenges included the need for:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Stronger governance and prioritization processes
Clearer technology vision (trends, solution delivery models, etc.)
Adaptability and flexibility to evolve with the fast-pace changes in technology trends and management constraints
Deeper focus on services critical to the University’s core mission
More efficient and agile delivery methods
Continued improvements in employee engagement
More effective communication interventions to share our ITS strategies and services

In response to these challenges, the team developed an ITS strategic plan, founded on 5 strategic pillars.

IT
Foundation

Focus on
Core

Velocity
and
Efficiency

Employee
Engagement

Communication
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History and Context: Closure of the 2017-2020 ITS Strategic Plan
Highlights of how the strategic plan addressed the challenges over the past 3 years :

IT
Foundation
•Appointed Director of
Architecture, Strategy,
& Governance
•Formal governance
committees, tools, and
policies
•Ever-greening
roadmap

Focus on
Core
•New portfolio team
dedicated to Student,
Teaching, and Research

Velocity
And
Efficiency
•Introduced McGill agile
delivery and framework

•Approaches for pilots
•IT Account Managers:
prototyping, and
Academic, Administration disposable application
& Finance,
Communications, and
•Reorganization of ITS to
Faculties and Research
improve delivery efficiency
and customer experience

Employee
Engagement
•Staff development
opportunities: LinkedIn
Learning available to all
staff, coaching for
managers

Communication

•Appointed Director of IT
Communications
•Feedback gathering from
McGill community on IT
user preferences and
behaviors

•Implemented employee
feedback mechanisms and
•Internal communication
developed engagement
channels building
action plans
transparency within ITS
(newsletter, IT Yammer
channel, interactive town
halls, Coffee with the CIO)
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2020-2025 ITS Strategic Plan
Development Approach
Fall 2019
• Information Technology Services engaged in
a series of bottom-up consultative meetings
with key University stakeholders
• Stakeholders identified requirements for the
next strategic plan
Winter 2020
• Review sessions with key senior leaders to
prioritize and align investment in key areas
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Higher Education and McGill Context
The Higher Education Landscape

•
•
•

Increased focus on revenue diversification and
operating margins
Need for improved customer experience
(Students, staff, partners)
Increasing reliance on technology and demand
for IT services

Disruptors

•
•
•

Increasing pressure from government legislative
and compliance requirements
Increasing need to integrate solutions and data
Cybersecurity risks requiring coherent mitigation
strategies

McGill Context
Principal’s 5 Priorities
• The McGill Commitment
• McGill’s Research Potential
• McGill’s Community
Partnerships
• My Healthy Workplace
• Transforming Our Campus

Strategic Plan: Academic
Be open to the world
Expand diversity
Lead innovation
Connect across disciplines and
sectors
• Connect with our communities
•
•
•
•

Strategic Plan: Research
• Strengthen innovation and
partnership agenda
• Steward research towards
collaborative, large-scale initiatives
and international partnerships
• Promote/draw on diversity in all
aspects of research
• Lead in open science and Data
6
management
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McGill 2020-2025 ITS Strategic Plan Vision
ITS will provide a set of information technologies and services, to enable collaboration, deliver a
seamless, unified digital experience promoting knowledge sharing and process efficiency, while
ensuring the University is cybersecure and contributing to McGill University’s sustainability agenda.
Our vision of the 2020-2025 ITS Strategic Plan is founded on these four foundational drivers:

Unified digital experience

• for students, faculty, & staff
• improve accessibility &
mobility
• increase self-service

Operational efficiency

• simplify processes &
workflow
• improve self-service

Strategic decision making
• access to strategic
information
• improve decision making
• analytic capabilities to
improve student
experience

Sustainability & Security

• on-line communication &
collaboration
• protect our community
online by ensuring a secure
learning and working
experience
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ITS Strategy: Strategic Focus Areas
Priorities

Themes

Strategic Plan
Drivers

Digital
Strategy
Staff Digital
Experience

Student Digital
Experience

Digital Research
Infrastructure

Digital
Campus

Mobility

Collaboration
Unified
Teaching & Learning
tools
Communications
Technologies

• Unified digital
experience
• Operational efficiency
• Sustainability & security

Foundational
Information
Security

Institutional Systems &
Services

Administrative
Solutions

Academic
Solutions

• Unified digital
experience
• Operational efficiency
• Strategic decision
making

Data &
Analytics
Student
Advising

Student Retention
and Success

Learning Analytics

Management
Dashboarding

Trends &
Opportunities
5G

Artificial
Intelligence

Robotic Process
Automation

Digital Credentials Internet of Things
(IoT)

• Unified digital
experience
• Operational efficiency
• Sustainability & security

Blockchain

Augmented/Virtual
Reality

• Unified digital
experience
• Operational efficiency
• Strategic decision
making
• Sustainability & security
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ITS Strategic Focus Areas
Leveraging the foundation set by the previous
plan, the 2020-2025 ITS Strategic Plan focuses
on the following four key areas to help McGill
achieve its strategic objectives:
•
•
•
•

The Digital Strategy
Foundational
Data and Analytics
Trends and Opportunities
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Strategic Spotlight: The Digital Strategy
OVERVIEW

McGill will optimize its business by delivering innovative, effective solutions to support evolving teaching and
learning methods in a digital age. Students and staff will have a unified, consistent digital experience supported by
collaboration and self-service tools with access to readily available information.
A digital campus and experience
for students, faculty and staff
• Enable connected classrooms,
facilities and operations
• Provide seamless, digital
connections between people,
processes and technology
throughout the University

Unified, collaborative,
mobile experience
• Enable work and study on
preferred mobile platforms that
maintain consistency and
coherency with the McGill
brand
• Enable simple, efficient
collaboration platforms to
facilitate knowledge sharing
and process efficiency

Teaching, Learning and
Research focus
• Expansion of online teaching
solutions
• Provide starter infrastructure
packages for researchers to
share and collaborate
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Strategic Spotlight: Foundational
OVERVIEW

An essential portion of this ITS strategic plan is the continued delivery of solutions that maintain institution
imperatives, improve operations, and University productivity.
Securing our computing infrastructure Enabling our academic personnel
and assets
and researchers
with modern solutions
• Continued investment in our
network infrastructure to ensure
a robust and resilient core
• Renewed focus on our IT asset
lifecycle from acquisition to
disposition
• Expanded security focus to
mitigate risks to our physical
assets and information

Continued productivity and process
focus on administrative systems

• Evolving towards a next
• Modernizing our Financial
generation Student Information
information system (FIS)
System
• Sustaining our efforts on Alumni
• Updating our approach to
relationship management
research, ethics and proposal/
• Holistically addressing our
grant administration
facilities management
capabilities
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Strategic Spotlight: Data and Analytics
OVERVIEW

Leveraging McGill’s tremendous wealth in data, this focus area will deliver analytics and solutions for reporting, and
support operational decision making. By enabling data-driven decision making within the University, it will provide
proactive pattern detection for the identification of improvement areas and interventions.
Proactively supporting our students
and enabling their success
• Leveraging data on student
performance to propose
interventions to improve
success and retention
• Facilitating student access to
advisory services including
digital advisors

Enabling data-driven
decision making
• Enabling data governance to
address data quality and
security inconsistencies
• Facilitating regulatory and
compliance reporting
obligations

• Facilitation of enrollment
forecasting through analytical
analysis
• Providing analytics analysis to
improve budgeting, purchasing
and spend visibility
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Strategic Spotlight - Trends and Opportunities
Trend/Opportunity

Description

McGill Possibilities

5G

•
•

5th generation wireless technology for digital cellular networks
Faster transmission speeds & increased responsiveness

•

Partnering with a carrier to improve network
connectivity coverage

Artificial Intelligence
(AI) / Robotic
Process Automation
(RPA)

•
•

Analysis of large amounts of data beyond simple algorithms
Identification of patterns and predictions, permitting automation
of short-lived tasks to transmit data

•
•

Student experience - Virtual personal assistants
(Chatbots) during recruitment and onboarding
Identification of at-risk students

Digital credentials

•

Digital proof of a qualification that is attached to a person.

•
•
•

*See blockchain
Groningen Declaration Network
Life long learners – credential management

Internet of Things
(IoT)

•

Inter-related physical computing devices/objects that can collect
and share data over a network without requiring human
interaction.

Digital campus
• Student alerts (class times, classroom locations)
• Environmental sustainability – facilities management
(light and temperature sensors)

Blockchain

•
•

List of records (blockchain) that cannot be modified once verified
Verifies transactions between two parties without involvement of
a central body, and can be shared after verification

•

Augmented reality
(AR) / Virtual reality
(VR)

•
•

Computer-generated environments to immerse users in a virtual
environment.
Augmented reality technologies overlay digital information on the
physical world to enhance it and guide action.

•
•
•
•

Digital Credentials - Storage of digital degrees,
certificates and diplomas
Efficiency - Diploma verification , Virtual transcripts
Digital assets - Student payments, rewards
Faculty of Medicine - Learning and practice
environments for surgery and patient simulation
Student Experience - Campus tours
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Investments > $1M
Prioritized based on strategic alignment
and overall IT health risk

5-Year Roadmap - Academic ($ 40.7M)
Y1 Review

FY21

FY22
Online Education

Digital Strategy
($ 8.7M)

Y2 Review

FY23

Teaching/Learning Transf

FY24

Data & Analytics
($ 5.5M)
Trends &
Opportunities
($ 3.3M)

Y5 Review

FY25

Student Digital Experience
Student Recruitment to admission

Thesis Examination

Appointment & Request Management for Students
Virtual Patients Platform
Student Admission System
Evolution of SIS
Zencart Replacement

Foundation
($ 23.1M)

Y4 Review

Y3 Review

Student Recruitment Mgmt
Convocation Management
Replace CAPP w DegreeWorks
Work Study Replacement
Athlete Compliance soln
Writing Center Appt
Banner for Financial Aid
Student Placement for Educ.
SCS Replace Foxpro Appls
Mercury Course evaluations
Legal Doc Upload (student)
Resource Library solution
Transfer credits
Curriculum mapping and management system (Various faculties)
Student Disability Soln
eCommerce for medical courses
Class scheduling WEB svc
Course Calendar Publication
MyFuture replacement
Sports Facility Scheduling
Teaching Data Analytics
Learning Analytics

Student Data Analytics
Enrollment Mgmt

Student Electronic Portfolio

$ 10M

$ 11M

Dental Clinic Management

Student Retention Management
Student Advising Management
Adaptive Learning Platforms

$ 12.9M

$ 6.6M

$ 0.2M
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5-Year Roadmap - Administrative ($ 56M)

Investments > $1M
Prioritized based on strategic alignment
and overall IT health risk

Y1 Review

FY21

Y2 Review

FY22

Y4 Review

Y3 Review

FY23

FY24

Y5 Review

FY25

Next Generation FIS
Digital Strategy
Digital
Strategy
($ 39.7M)

R2R Post Core Foundation Release

R2R

Employee Electronic Records
3 Way match

Hazardous Waste Management

Alumni Engagement Platforms
Auto PO Max Spend
ITSM 2.2
HR Case management
Foundation
($ 13.7M)

Facilities Management Solution
Dispatch Phase 2
Facilities Payroll/Time tracking

Facility Space Management
Grievance Management

Procurement Commodity Coding
API tool Evolution
ePayment Gateway

O365 tools

Constituent Relationship Management
Course Registration (OD/EHS/IT)
Housing Kronos Migration
Moneris Assessment
Timesheet Gathering Auto.

Electronic Rec mgmt. for Archives

Data & Analytics
($ 2.6M)

$ 18M

BI for APB office

Blanket Distribution by Year

BI for Procurement
Government Reports

Financial Data Analytics

$ 14.6M

$ 9.9M

$ 6.8M

$ 6.7M
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5-Year Roadmap - Research ($ 9.2M)

Investments > $1M
Prioritized based on strategic alignment
and overall IT health risk

Y1 Review

FY21

Y2 Review

FY22

FY23

Digital Strategy
($ 4.5M)

Foundation
($ 4.0M)

Y4 Review

Y3 Review

FY24

Y5 Review

FY25

Data Center Assets For Researchers
Animal Ethics Management
CFI Management

Human Subject Dev

InfoEd- Award
Tracking

InfoEd – TriCouncil Data Collection
MyLab – Location Integration (Asbestos)

InfoEd – Proposal Development

MyLab – New WEB application

MyLab – BioHazard
Inventory

Analytics for Research Data

Data & Analytics
($ 0.75M)

Animal Care Reporting

$ 1.4M

$ 2.1M

$ 3.4M

$ 2.3M
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Investments > $1M
Prioritized based on strategic alignment
and overall IT health risk

FY21

5-Year Roadmap - Institution ($ 33.5M)
Y1 Review

Y2 Review

FY22

Y4 Review

Y3 Review

FY23

FY24

Y5 Review

FY25

MyMcGill Portal

Digital Strategy
($ 0.5M)

Electronic Signature & Document Collab

Disaster Recovery Management Program
Drupal 8 and 9 Upgrade
WPS Decommissioning
Identity and Access Management Program
Incident Management for Campus Safety and EHS
McGill card replacement

Foundation
($ 33M)

Network Upgrade Project
Network Upgrade - Information Security
Network Upgrade - Unified Communications
Replacing Heat (Service Desk support)

Sexual Violence – Online Reptg
Openshift (DevOps platform)
SharePoint deployment

$ 10.3M

$ 11.8M

$ 5.8M

Unified Emergency Communications
WIFI Growth/Evergreening

$ 4.6M

$ 1M
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5-Year Roadmap - Asset Lifecycle ($ 37.8M* )

Investments > $1M
Prioritized based on strategic alignment
and overall IT health risk

Y1 Review

FY21

Y2 Review

FY22

Y4 Review

Y3 Review

FY23

FY24

Y5 Review

FY25

Data Center Assets
End Point Device Assets
Audio Visual Assets
Security Assets

Multifunction Devices
Network Assets
Medical Faculty Laptops
MEDIT Infrastructure

Foundation

University Advancement Asset Management

$ 6.4M

(* an additional 5.1M required in FY26)

$ 8.4M

$ 8.1M

$ 7.4M

$ 7.5M
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Next steps

• Obtain endorsement of proposed strategic plan focus
• Define proposed Governance framework for on-going initiative prioritization
and funding
• Identify IT Operating model impact (People, Process, Budget)
• Submission to Government of Quebec
19

Appendix
• ITS guiding principles
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ITS Guiding Principles
In order to guide decision making in line with the University’s strategic goals, IT proposes a set of
guiding principles
IT Guiding Principle Name

IT Guiding Principle Statement

1.

Student centric

We deliver best experiences to our students with our services and products.

2.

University wide value
focus

We aim to provide maximum in-depth short and long term benefits to the university as a whole while optimizing total costs
of ownership and risks.

3.

Controlled technical
diversity

We control the variety of technology platforms we use.

4.

Simplicity

We choose simplest solutions and aim to reduce operational complexity of the university.

5.

Fit for purpose

We maintain and deliver solutions that are fit for purpose and scalable without over-engineering them.

6.

Managed data

We handle data creation, modification, and use university-wide in compliance with our data governance policy.

7.

Managed security

We manage security university-wide in compliance with our security policies.

8.

Compliance to laws and
regulations

We operate in compliance with all applicable laws and regulations.

9.

Reuse > buy > build

We maximize reuse of existing assets. If we can’t reuse, we procure externally. As a last resort, we build custom solutions.

10. Innovation

We seek innovative ways to use technology for the university’s advantage.
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POLICY NAME

POLICY ON ENTERPRISE DATA GOVERNANCE

Approving Body

Board of Governors

Initial Approval Date
Date of last review
Date of next review
Executive Sponsor

Provost and Vice-Principal (Academic)
Vice-Principal (Administration and Finance)

Related Documents

Standard on Enterprise Data Governance
Standard on Enterprise Data Classification
Records Retention Schedule
Regulation on the Conduct of Research
Policy on the Responsible Use of IT Resources
Cloud Data Directive
Act respecting access to documents held by public bodies and the
protection of personal information
Act to establish legal framework for information technology
Archives Act

PART I – PURPOSE, SCOPE, DEFINITIONS
1.1

Purpose
In order to manage McGill University’s data as a strategic asset, sound principles of governance
are required to ensure data quality, integrity, access, security, use, and disposal.
This Policy on Enterprise Data Governance establishes roles and responsibilities for managing
McGill University data, as well as more detailed standards for the operational management of
these data. It also assigns responsibility for overall data governance at McGill University to the
Data Governance Steering Committee (DGSC).
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1.2

Scope
All members of the McGill University Community are responsible for complying with applicable
law and regulations and University policy with respect to Enterprise Data, as defined below.
Note about Research Data:
Research Data is defined as factual information and material, both physical and electronic,
commonly accepted in the relevant scholarly community as necessary to validate research
findings including, but not limited to, research proposals, laboratory records, progress reports,
internal reports, and presentations. Research Data include all information or records of any sort
related to the application for, performance of, or results obtained from the research in question.
The classification of Research Data is subject to the University’s governance framework
promulgated by University policies and regulations, and relevant provincial and federal regulatory
frameworks, such as those described in the Tri-Agency Statement of Principles on Digital Data
Management. This Policy and its associated Standards do not apply to Research Data.

1.3

Definitions
“Data”: Recorded, ordered symbols (e.g., letters, numbers) that carry information. Data are the
basic building blocks of information and knowledge. There are many types of data that can be
categorized by form (digital, analog), purpose (thematic, spatial, temporal), processor (numeric,
text), and media (documents, images, video, audio).
“Data Domain”: A data domain usually specific to a certain University function that owns the
system that supports that function. Data domains are specified in the Standard on Enterprise
Data Governance and can be modified by the DGSC as required and include all data related to
that function, whether it is used for direct operations, in government reporting, in strategic
planning, or otherwise.
“Enterprise Data”: Any data or records created or received by McGill University employees or
other constituents in the performance or transaction of University business that are shared by
Authorized Users across departments. Administrative data collected in the course of the
University’s research activities covered by McGill’s Regulation on the Conduct of Research, as well
as the regulations of the research sponsors. Enterprise Data include, but are not limited to,
machine-readable data, data in electronic communication systems, data in print, and backup and
archived data on all media.
“Information”: Data that have been interpreted or translated to reveal the underlying meaning.
For example, data can be processed and interpreted as words, statements, and ideas. Ultimately,
information is generally specific to a particular domain (activity, process, function). Information
may be presented in many formats (reports, images, tables, charts) and media (documents, sound
recordings, photographs, video). Information is more valuable than data.

Policy on Enterprise Data Governance
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“Legitimate University Business Purposes”: Lawful business purposes that are consistent with the
context in which data are provided to the University, as well as considered as appropriate by
reasonable University Community expectations.
“Internal Authorized User”: A member of the McGill University Community (e.g. an employee,
student, alumnus or alumna, appointee, etc.) who has been granted permission by the University,
by virtue of the individual’s role and responsibilities, to access certain data or systems that are
part of McGill IT Resources.
“External Authorized User”: A non-member of the McGill University Community who has been
granted permission by the University, by virtue of the individual’s role and responsibilities, to
access certain data or systems that are part of McGill IT Resources.

PART II – INTRODUCTION, ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES
2.1

Introduction
Enterprise Data are a strategic asset of the University and its exclusive property. As such, they
must be managed according to sound data governance practices and procedures. A description
of the types of Enterprise Data to which this Policy applies is included in the Standard on
Enterprise Data Governance. Enterprise Data may include institutional information subject to
access and disclosure restrictions set forth in the McGill University Standard on Data
Classification. Information identified by this Standard as Level 2 or Level 3 (Protected, Regulated)
must be particularly protected.
Proper management of Enterprise Data facilitates access to data by those with academic or
administrative responsibilities within the University. This Policy, the Standard on Data
Classification, the Standard on Enterprise Data Governance, and other standards and procedures
that may be established under the authority of the Data Governance Steering Committee inform
members of the University Community of their responsibilities to classify, use, protect, and
manage that data properly.
Enterprise Data are generally available on an as-needed basis to Authorized Users carrying out
their University responsibilities, subject to other standards of data access and management that
may be established to conform to the requirements of law or for the effective operation of the
University and support of its mission. This Policy is intended to complement, not supersede, other
relevant policies and laws that may be applicable to Enterprise Data, such as the Quebec Act
Respecting Access to Documents Held by Public Bodies and the Protection of Personal
Information.
Members of the Senior Administration with responsibilities for policy development are
responsible for applying laws governing data access and related issues.
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2.2

Roles and Responsibilities
The University is the owner of Enterprise Data. Individual departments, units, or schools bear
responsibilities for certain defined domains (types) of Enterprise Data. The Data Governance
Steering Committee (DGSC), Data Trustees, Data Stewards, Data Managers, and those in Technical
roles perform distinct functions and have particular responsibilities for Enterprise Data as
described below and in more detail in the Standard on Enterprise Data Governance.
2.2.1 The Data Governance Steering Committee (DGSC)
The DGSC is a University committee that is part of the University's IT governance
structure. The DGSC reports to the Provost and Vice-Principal (Academic) and the VicePrincipal (Administration & Finance) on the implementation and maintenance of the
University's Policy on Enterprise Data Governance and its associated standards. DGSC
members include representatives from Legal Services, Secretariat, Analysis, Planning and
Budget, Information Technology Services, and other senior University management staff,
as required by the DGSC. The DGSC may create subcommittees and other administrative
working groups to carry out specific responsibilities. Specific responsibilities of the DGSC
are defined in the Standard on Enterprise Data Governance.
2.2.2

Data Trustees
Data Trustees are identified for each domain or type of Enterprise Data and derive
authority from their position within the University. Data Trustees are listed in the
Standard on Enterprise Data Governance. Data Trustees act as advisors to the DGSC. Data
Trustees are responsible for strategic planning, policy, and oversight of the domain of
Enterprise Data in their functional areas. Data Trustees or their designees are accountable
for establishing procedures and promulgating policies applicable to Enterprise Data
applicable to their data domain. Among the roles defined by this Policy, the Data Trustee
has the highest level of responsibility for the management of Enterprise Data and for the
promotion of proper access, accuracy, privacy, integrity, security and availability of the
data for which they have responsibility. Data Trustees are accountable for the activities
of their designated Data Stewards, and Managers to whom they grant authority and
access. Specific responsibilities of Data Trustees are defined in the Standard on Enterprise
Data Governance.

2.2.3

Data Stewards
Data Stewards derive their authority by virtue of their position or by delegated authority
from Data Trustees, and have strategic planning, standard setting, and oversight
responsibilities for Enterprise Data in their functional areas. Data Stewards, or their
designates, are responsible for evaluating requests for access to or the release of
Enterprise Data and recommending policies, standards and procedures to promote
proper access, accuracy, privacy, integrity, and availability of the data for which they have
responsibility. Data Stewards are accountable for the activities of their designated Data
Managers to whom they delegate authority. Specific responsibilities of Data Stewards are
defined in the Standard on Enterprise Data Governance.
Policy on Enterprise Data Governance
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2.2.4

Data Managers
Data Managers are subject matter experts designated by Data Stewards and have
administrative and/or operational responsibilities for the Enterprise Data in a particular
subject area. Data Managers have day-to-day responsibilities for managing administrative
processes and establishing business rules for effective data management.
The Data Manager may authorize or set constraints on specific uses of data within their
data domain by data users outside the units. Data Managers are accountable for the
security and quality of the data domains they manage, whether the data are collected or
maintained directly by the Data Manager (or their staff), by data users in other University
units or by external parties. Specific responsibilities of Data Managers are defined in the
Standard on Enterprise Data Governance.

2.2.5

Authorized Users
Members of the McGill University Community are primarily consumers of Enterprise Data
but have responsibilities with respect to bringing to the attention of their superiors’ data
issues that inhibit the use of such data for Legitimate University Business Purposes.
Specific responsibilities are defined in the Standard on Enterprise Data Governance.

2.2.6

Information Systems Management
The CIO and Associate Vice-Principal Information Technology Services designates
Technical roles for the management and security of data systems and the delegation of
authority to individuals in such roles. Those in Technical roles establish goals, objectives
and procedures to implement the policies and standards applicable to the University
network and data systems containing or affecting Enterprise Data.

PART III – AUTHORITY TO APPROVE STANDARDS AND PROCEDURES
The DGSC established under this Policy has the authority to approve and repeal standards and procedures,
which are secondary to and comply with this Policy.

PART IV – REVIEW
A review of this Policy and Standards shall be conducted by the DGSC every five (5) years, or whenever
necessary to ensure legislative or statutory compliance, or when deemed necessary to do so in the best
interests of the University.

Policy on Enterprise Data Governance
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GD19-65 Appendix C

TITLE

STANDARD ON ENTERPRISE DATA GOVERNANCE

Initial Approval Date
Date of next review

Related Documents

Policy on Enterprise Data Governance
Records Retention Schedule
Regulation on the Conduct of Research
Policy on the Responsible Use of IT Resources
Cloud Data Directive
Act respecting access to documents held by public bodies and the
protection of personal information
Regulation respecting the distribution of information and the
protection of personal information
Act to establish legal framework for information technology
Archives Act

PART I- PURPOSE, ROLES AND SCOPE
1. Purpose
This Standard to the Policy on Enterprise Data Governance outlines the roles, responsibilities, and
scope of authority for the Data Governance Steering Committee (DGSC), Data Trustees, Data
Stewards, and Data Managers. It defines “Enterprise Data,” describes data types, and identifies the
Data Trustees for each type.
2. Roles
The Policy for Enterprise Data Governance specifies roles within McGill’s Enterprise Data ecosystem
and the general roles and responsibilities of the Data Governance Steering Committee (DGSC).
3. Scope
All members of McGill University are responsible for complying with applicable law, University policy
and regulations with respect to Enterprise Data.

PART II – DATA GOVERNANCE STEERING COMMITTEE
4. Role and Responsibilities of the Data Governance Steering Committee (DGSC)
a. Provide oversight for the effective management and protection of all Enterprise Data
1

b. Support efforts to develop and review policies, standards, or procedures related to
Enterprise Data governance
c. Provide guidance on the application of the Policy on Enterprise Data and its associated
Standards and resolve escalation of conflicts regarding the management of Enterprise
Data that cross trusteeship boundaries
d. Communicate with the University community regarding Enterprise Data management
and applicable policies, procedures, and standards
e. Recommend and oversee initiatives that enhance Enterprise Data management
f. Define functions and responsibilities of individuals with designated data management
roles and maintain a list of individuals assigned to those roles within the University
g. Classify new or existing data elements that comprise Enterprise Data and identify
applicable sources of authority for each type
h. Develop and oversee processes by which University constituents (faculties, schools,
institutes, departments, units, individuals) consult with relevant Data Trustees or Data
Stewards to ensure that the appropriate approvals have been obtained before Enterprise
Data are disclosed to third parties.
5. Role and Responsibilities of Individuals in Data Governance Functions
Individuals in designated data governance roles may delegate their assigned responsibilities as
appropriate. Fundamental responsibilities applicable to all roles include:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

Observe ethical obligations applicable to Enterprise Data
Report violations of University policy or law to their superior in the data governance chain
Report instances of perceived risk to the security of Enterprise Data
Ensure the use of Enterprise Data is in the best interests of the University
Respect the confidentiality and privacy rights of individuals
Access and use Enterprise Data for legitimate University purposes only
Complete training applicable to the role and seek any additional information needed to
understand and perform the role and fulfill its responsibilities

6. Role and Responsibilities of the Data Trustee
Relative to other roles, Data Trustees have the ultimate responsibility for managing Enterprise
Data in compliance with applicable University policies and legal and regulatory requirements.
Data Trustees shall be knowledgeable of applicable laws and regulations relevant to the
Enterprise Data over which they have responsibility. Additional responsibilities of Data Trustees
include:
a. Promulgate policies within scope of responsibility relevant to Enterprise Data
b. Oversee the implementation of applicable laws and regulations and University policies,
standards, procedures and guidelines with respect to data access and management
c. Determine and maintain records of the appropriate classification level for data domains
in accordance with the Standard on Enterprise Data Classification .
Standard on Enterprise Data Governance
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d. Assist the DGSC in determining trusteeship of shared data elements that cross multiple
units or divisions and in efforts to minimize multiple repositories for the same data. For
example, name, ID, and other personal information are collected and/or used in multiple
systems, such as financial, human resources, and student systems
e. Evaluate and determine high-risk and atypical requests for access to Enterprise Data
within scope of responsibility.
f. Review and make a determination on requests for new uses of Enterprise Data or
collections of data within scope of responsibility (e.g., transfer of Enterprise Data to
internal or third-party repositories, databases, or applications).
g. Determine criteria and differentiate requests requiring business approval from requests
related to technical roles .
h. Select appropriate Data Stewards, document these appointments, and communicate
these selections to the Data Governance Steering Committee (DGSC)
i. Communicate the scope of responsibility and authority to those designated.
Ultimate responsibility for the relevant Enterprise Data domain rests with the Data Trustee
regardless of delegation of authority to other positions.
7. Role and Responsibilities of the Data Steward
a. Ensure that applicable data quality and data definition standards are met
b. In cooperation with Data Managers and various Technical roles, establish authorization
procedures to facilitate appropriate data access and ensure security for that data.
c. Define standards for documentation of data elements.
d. Develop standard definitions for data elements within scope of authority, including those
that cross multiple units or divisions. For example, establish a uniform definition of "fulltime employee" or unique definitions as appropriate for each data element.
e. Ensure that documentation exists for each data element, including at a minimum: data
source, data provenance, data element business name, and data element definition.
f. Oversee data accuracy and integrity and implement programs for data quality
improvement.
g. Perform appropriate review of user access for information systems that work with
confidential information identified under the Standard on Enterprise Data Classification .
h. Decide on requests for access to Enterprise Data within the Data Steward's functional
area, specifying the appropriate access procedure, and ensuring appropriate access rights
and permissions according to data classification. Communicate the restrictions of the data
classification. Consult Data Trustee for atypical or high-risk requests for access. Ensure
that any appropriate agreement is in place prior to granting access to Enterprise Data.
i. Select and oversee Data Managers and ensure their assigned responsibilities are
adequately and consistently fulfilled.
j. Support efforts to educate users about responsibilities and best practices in the
management of data. .
k. Consult Data Managers and McGill University Community Users, as appropriate, to
promote effective Enterprise Data management and protection.
Standard on Enterprise Data Governance
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l.
m.
n.
o.
p.
q.
r.

Coordinate with Technical Data management roles with respect to data retention,
disposition, preservation.
Recommend appropriate policies related to the management of Enterprise Data.
Evaluate risk for specific uses of data.
Ensure appropriate generation, use, retention, and disposal, of data and information
consistent with University policies.
Ensure separation-of-duties structures are present, effective, and verified, where
required.
Resolve issues in data element definitions across data types.
Work with the University’s Procurement Services to ensure that obligations for data
management are incorporated as in agreements with third parties to which the University
grants access or rights to Enterprise Data. Consult with Legal Services and/or University
Procurement Services, as needed.

8. Role and Responsibilities of the Data Manager
a. Decide on requests for the use or access to Enterprise Data for Legitimate University
Business Purposes (as opposed to technical support/management purposes).
b. Apply the principle of "least privilege" (granting only the access needed to perform the
required tasks) and work with technical staff to understand and implement security
controls governing systems under the Data Manager’s control.
c. Comply with applicable laws and University policies, standards, procedures and guidelines
with respect to data access and management.
d. Instruct University users in proper handling of Enterprise Data within Data Manager's
scope of authority.
e. Document data definitions for each data element (e.g. source, provenance, business
name, definition) within the domain of Data Manager's operational unit(s). Communicate
data definitions and/or recommended changes to existing definitions to the Data
Steward. Resolve conflicts in data attributes.
f. Identify overlapping domains of authority with Data Manager's area of responsibility and
coordinate or escalate to Data Steward when clarification is needed, or operational
changes should be considered.
g. Create processes and procedures to ensure the accuracy, privacy and integrity of the
Enterprise Data for which they are accountable.
h. Identify data warehouse reporting needs in particular data elements and attributes
required to support inquiry and reporting needs.
i. Review and monitor compliance with data management standards, procedures and
processes.
j. Recommend policies or modifications of polices to Data Stewards and Data Trustees
k. Communicate material changes to applicable policies and procedures to authorized users,
and other University constituents.
l. Determine business rules for data updates when multiple data sources exist, in
cooperation with Technical Data roles.
m. Report security and privacy risks to the DGSC through the Data Trustee.
Standard on Enterprise Data Governance
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9. Role and Responsibilities of Internal Authorized Users
a. Use University data for Legitimate University Business Purposes.
b. Bring to the attention of the Data Manager or Data Steward issues or inconsistencies with
the data that inhibit the answering of business questions that support the functioning of
the University.
c. Comply with all University data governance standards.
10. Role and Responsibilities of External Authorized Users
a. Use University data for Legitimate University Business Purposes solely as outlined in
required contractual or confidentiality agreements entered into with the University.
11. Technical Roles and Responsibilities
11.1

Chief Information Officer and Associate Vice-Principal (Information Technology Services)
IT leader who manages defined IT functions and serves in a governance role with respect
to Enterprise Data. The following IT guardian responsibilities are to be performed in
collaboration with Enterprise Data management business roles, and in accordance with
applicable laws, regulations and University policies, standards, procedures and guidelines
with respect to data access and management:
a. Establish a secure environment for Enterprise Data.
b. Ensure operational continuity by providing solutions to back up Enterprise Data
according to schedules determined in collaboration with Enterprise Data roles and
establishing data restoration protocols.
c. Assign technical tasks and responsibilities and provide systems and technical support
to facilitate data management activities.
d. Ensure the appropriate management of technical projects relevant to Enterprise Data
management.
e. Advise and assist Data Trustee/Steward in assessing and mitigating risks to Enterprise
Data management.
f. Assist Data Trustees/Stewards in resolving conflicts relating to access to Enterprise
Data.
g. Ensure appropriate controls are in place to assure data confidentiality, integrity and
availability.

11.2

Technical Data Steward
a. Technical Data Stewards work with the Data Steward on the same Data Segment.
They have operational responsibility for the maintenance of the data repositories and
system environments that support the application or applications associated with the
Data Segment.
Standard on Enterprise Data Governance
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b. Establish technical procedures and processes for granting, revoking, and monitoring
of access to Enterprise Data.
c. Establish processes and procedures for the retention, disposition, and preservation
of Enterprise Data at the direction of Enterprise Data Trustees/Stewards and in
compliance with University policy.
d. Establish and maintain approved and prioritized data feed requests based on rules
provided by Enterprise Data Trustees, Stewards, and Managers.
e. Authorize and periodically review administrator and other privileged or elevated
access requests for users in technical roles.
f. Depending on the organizational structure of the unit, they may be a member of the
Data Steward’s staff, or they may be assigned by the CIO from IT resources.
g. Evaluate security of delivery modes for transmission of data depending on the
classification of the data
h. Deliver data or data-feeds as authorized.
12.

Enterprise Data Subsets and Trustee Positions
The table below outlines the main data domains of McGill University’s Enterprise Data and the
Data Trustees for each. Enterprise data not covered by any the types below are nevertheless
subject to applicable laws, policies, and regulations. Data that fall into multiple categories may
have more than one responsible Trustee. Classification conflicts are resolved according to the
roles and responsibilities outlined above.

Data Category
People – Personal

Data Domain Type
Donor /Alumni
Employee /Retiree
Student
Student Health

Space

Space

Organization

Financial
Procurement
Sales
Academic programs
Governance and
Regulatory

Trustee
Vice-Principal University
Advancement
Associate Vice-Principal
Human Resources
Registrar
Executive Director
Services for Student
Associate Vice-Principal
FMAS
Associate Vice-Principal
Finance
Associate Vice-Principal
Finance
Associate Vice-Principal
FMAS
Provost
Secretary-General

Standard on Enterprise Data Governance

Description/Notes
Employee file, collective
agreements, pension
Student medical records
Facilities, Campus,
Physical assets and
security
Financial forecasts and
reporting
Vendors, Contracts,
Tenders
Auxiliary services:
Parking, Bookstore
Curriculum
Records and corporate
documents, access
requests, institutional
policies; University
6

Risk Management
Information Technology
Legal
Library
Institutional Planning &
Performance
Public Web/SocialMedia Content

Research Management

13.

Vice Principal
Administration & Finance
CIO
General Counsel and
Director of Legal Services
Trenholme Dean of
Libraries
Exec Director APB
Vice-Principal
(Communications and
External Relations)

Vice-Principal (Research
& Innovation)

records related to
academic tenure and
promotion processes,
academic grievances,
student grievances and
appeals
Risk assessments, Audits
Infrastructure and IT
security (access identity) ,
IT assets
Legal opinions, legal cases
before the court
Collections, catalogs
Measures, Analytical data
sets, Budget
Branding, web analytics
Internal communications,
External relations (e.g.
Government and
regulatory bodies,
external communications)
Administration (e.g.
grants, applications,
agreements, intellectual
property)

Definitions
13.1

Access: The right to read, enter, copy, query, download, or update data.

13.2

Data: Recorded, ordered symbols (e.g., letters, numbers) that carry information. Data are
the basic building blocks of information and knowledge. There are many types of data
that can be categorized by form (digital, analog), purpose (thematic, spatial, temporal),
processor (numeric, text), and media (documents, images, video, audio).

13.3

Data Domain: A data domain usually specific to a certain University function that owns
the data that supports that function. Data domains are specified in the Standard for
Enterprise Data Governance and can be modified by the DGSC as required and include all
data related to that function, whether it is used for direct operations, in government
reporting, in strategic planning, or otherwise.

13.4

Enterprise Data: Any data or records created or received by McGill University employees
or other constituents in the performance or transaction of University business that are
shared by Authorized Users across departments. Administrative data collected in the
course of the University’s research activities covered by McGill’s Regulation on the
Standard on Enterprise Data Governance
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Conduct of Research, as well as the regulations of the research sponsors. Enterprise Data
include, but are not limited to, machine-readable data, data in electronic communication
systems, data in print, and backup and archived data on all media.
13.5

Information: Data that have been interpreted or translated to reveal the underlying
meaning. For example, data can be processed and interpreted as words, statements, and
ideas. Ultimately, information is generally specific to a particular domain (activity,
process, function). Information may be presented in many formats (reports, images,
tables, charts) and media (documents, sound recordings, photographs, video).
Information is more valuable than data.

13.6

Legitimate University Business Purposes: Lawful business purposes that are consistent
with the context in which data are provided to the University, as well as considered as
appropriate by reasonable University Community expectations.

13.7

Internal Authorized User: A member of the McGill University Community (e.g. employee,
student, alumnus or alumna, appointee, etc.) who has been granted permission, by virtue
of the individual’s role and responsibilities, to access certain data or systems that are part
of McGill IT Resources.

13.8

External Authorized User: A non-member of the McGill University Community who has
been granted permission, by virtue of the individual’s role and responsibilities, to access
certain data or systems that are part of McGill IT Resources.

Standard on Enterprise Data Governance
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TITLE

STANDARD ON ENTERPRISE DATA CLASSIFICATION

Initial Approval Date
Date of next review
Related Documents

Policy on Enterprise Data Governance
Standard on Enterprise Data Governance
Records Retention Schedule and Classification Plan
Regulation on the Conduct of Research
Policy on the Responsible Use of IT Resources
Cloud Data Directive
Act respecting access to documents held by public bodies and the
protection of personal information
Act to establish legal framework for information technology
Archives Act

PART I – PURPOSE AND SCOPE
1.1

The purpose of the Standard on Enterprise Data Classification (Standard) is to:
•

•
•

establish a framework for classifying Enterprise Data, in both, physical and electronic
formats, based on their level of sensitivity, value and criticality to McGill University
(University).
mitigate risk by providing a reference for the determination of controls required to
safeguard Enterprise Data.
help in ensuring compliance with university policy and relevant legislation concerning
access, protection and security of Enterprise Data.

1.2

This Standard is to be read in conjunction with the Policy on Enterprise Data Governance (Policy)
and the Standard on Enterprise Data Governance.

1.3

Definitions, roles and responsibilities described in this Standard shall correspond to the
definitions, roles and responsibilities established by the Policy on Enterprise Data Governance and
its associated Standards.

1.4

The Standard applies to Enterprise Data, irrespective of its location or format.

1.5

The Standard applies to Members of the University Community, comprising of internal and
external users.
1

PART II – DATA CLASSIFICATION TYPES AND GUIDELINES
2.1 Business and Technical Roles and Responsibilities
The classification of Enterprise Data is informed by an assessment of data sensitivity and value to the
University. It is the responsibility of the Data Trustee, in consultation with Legal Services, and with
the support of the Data Steward, Data Manager and those in Technical Roles, to assign the
appropriate classification to Enterprise Data, based on the Guidelines for Enterprise Data
Classification Levels provided below. In assigning classification levels, the Data Trustee shall consider
the potential impact to the University in the event that the confidentiality, integrity, and/or
availability of Enterprise Data are compromised.
2.2 Types of Enterprise Data
Enterprise Data includes three types of data: Regulated Enterprise Data, Protected Enterprise Data
and Public Enterprise Data.
Regulated Enterprise Data:

Information whose protection and use are mandated by law,
regulation. Regulated Enterprise Data are confidential. The
unauthorized disclosure, alteration or destruction of that data
could cause a significant level of risk to the University. The
highest level of security controls should be applied to Regulated
Enterprise Data.

Protected Enterprise Data:

Information whose protection and use are governed by contract,
or any McGill regulation, policy or directive because of its
confidential nature (e.g., proprietary information, data critical to
the University’s operation, financial data). By default, all
Enterprise Data that is not explicitly classified as Regulated or
Public Data should be labeled as Protected Data. Depending on
the case, the unauthorized disclosure, alteration or destruction
of Protected Data could result in a significant to moderate level
of risk to the University. Appropriate security controls should be
applied to Protected Enterprise Data.

Public Enterprise Data:

Information that is deemed accessible to the public and is not
confidential. Some level of control is required to prevent
unauthorized modification or destruction of Public Enterprise
Data. If there is ambiguity with respect to the level of Data
Classification, the Data is to be classified “Protected” until it can
be reclassified.

Standard on Data Classification
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2.3 Guidelines for Enterprise Data Classification Levels
There is no ideal quantitative system for determining the classification of a particular data element.
In certain situations, the suitable classification may be more evident, such as when provincial or
federal laws require the University to protect certain types of data. The following table serves as a
guideline for classifying data.
Classification Level
Level 1: PUBLIC

Description
Applies to data that are readily available to the
public.

Level 2: PROTECTED

Applies to data that are intended for use within
the University. Unauthorized external disclosure
or inappropriate use, alteration or destruction of
information would reasonably be expected to
cause moderate to serious harm, (operational,
reputational, financial) to the University,
individuals, businesses, other third parties.

• Internal memos and
communications
• Minutes of unit meetings
• Drafts of content
• Planning documents
• Documents containing
proprietary information
• Administrative procedures
• Research grant application
and agreement records
• Research compliance
protocols

Level 3: REGULATED

Applies to data that must be kept private under
law or regulation. Pertains to information,
including personal information that is sensitive
both externally and internally. The inappropriate
use, release, alteration or destruction of
information would reasonably be expected to
cause severe harm, (operational, reputational,
financial) to the University, individuals,
businesses, or other third parties.

•
•
•
•
•

Standard on Data Classification

Examples
• Press releases
• Public access website pages
• Published brochures
• Published annual reports
• Academic calendars
• Campus maps
• University-wide policies
• Course descriptions
• Employee business contact
information

Personal information
Student records
Employee records
Legal files
Emergency security
response plans
• Passwords PINs and system
credentials
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Data Governance at McGill
May 2020

Data Governance – Context

In 2016, an internal audit report identified the need to define a data classification standard - This
standard is normally part of an overall data governance policy that is not currently defined at McGill .

Information is an asset and in order for McGill to drive fact-based decisions, data quality and
integrity must be assured.

Decisions are required on key data management items that have cross functional impact on all units
in McGill and the processes and roles and responsibilities to manage these decisions are not
defined.

The proliferation and adoption of cloud solutions requires due diligence to ensure data security
risks are appropriately mitigated based on data classification
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Data Governance – Policy Proposal
Purpose
 Define governance principles to manage McGill University's data as a strategic asset

Policy
 Establishes roles and responsibilities for managing data quality, integrity, access, security,
use, and disposal
 Proposes detailed standards (2) for the operational management of these data
 Assigns responsibility for overall data governance at McGill University to the Data
Governance Steering Committee (DGSC)
 Defines Enterprise Data and its scope
 Complements other relevant policies and laws that may be applicable to Enterprise Data,
such as the Quebec Act Respecting Access to Documents Held by Public Bodies and the
Protection of Personal Information.
 Defines key roles in the management of Enterprise Data :
 Data Trustees
 Data Stewards and
 Data Managers
 Authorizes the DGSC to approve and repeal standards and procedures
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Data Governance Steering Committee (DGSC)
Mandate
 Reports to the Provost and Vice-Principal (Academic) and the Vice-Principal (Administration
& Finance)
 Provide oversight and guidance for the effective management and protection of all
Enterprise Data including establishing any required standards
Roles and Responsibilities
 Overall responsibility for the implementation and maintenance of this policy
 Recommend, prioritize and oversee initiatives that enhance Enterprise Data management
 Define functions and responsibilities of individuals with designated data management roles
and maintain a list of individuals assigned to those roles within the University
 Resolve any issues escalated that may cross individual responsibility boundaries
Composition – Representatives from
 Legal Services, Secretariat , Analysis, Planning and Budget, Information Technology
Services
 Other required senior University management depending on specific information subject
areas
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Standard on Enterprise Data Governance
Purpose
 Outlines roles, responsibilities, and scope of authority for the Data Governance Steering
Committee (DGSC), Data Trustees, Data Stewards, and Data Managers
 Identifies the Data Trustees for each data domain – See some examples in table below
(not an exhaustive list)
Data Category

Data Domain Type

Data Trustee

Examples of Data

Donor /Alumni

Vice-Principal University Advancement

Donor/alumni addresses

Employee /Retiree

Associate Vice-Principal Human
Resources

Employment status, salary

Student

Registrar

Student ID, grades

Student Health

Executive Director Services for Student

Medical consultations, health exemptions

Space

Space

Associate Vice-Principal FMAS

Building plans, camera locations

Organization

Financial

Associate Vice-Principal Finance

Financial forecasts and reporting

Procurement

Associate Vice-Principal Finance

Vendors, Contracts, Tenders

Governance &
Regulatory

Secretary-General

Records and corporate documents (e.g. academic
tenure/ promotion processes, academic grievances,
student grievances/ appeals), access requests,
institutional policies

Legal

General Counsel and Director of Legal
Services

Legal opinions, legal cases before the court

People – Personal
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Standard on Enterprise Data Classification
Purpose
 Establishes a framework for classifying Enterprise Data based on their level of sensitivity,
value and criticality to McGill University
 Mitigates risks by providing a reference for the determination of controls required to
safeguard Enterprise Data.

Data Type

Description

Characteristics

Examples

Regulated

Protection and use is
mandated by law, regulations,
industry standards

• Data are confidential, require highest
security controls and unauthorized
disclosure pose highest levels of risk to the
University

Employee records,
passwords, credit/debit
card information

Protected

Protection and use is
governed by contract, McGill
regulation, policy or directive

• Data that could pose significant to
moderate level of risk to the University and
security controls depend on data sensitivity

Meeting Minutes, grant
information, contract
information

Public

Accessible to the public and
not confidential.

• Some control is required to prevent
unauthorized modification or destruction

McGill.ca , class
schedules, brochures,
press releases
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Enabling Data Management

People

•
•
•

Data Governance and
Management
Data definition and decision
processes
Processes for access and
retention

•
•
•
•
•

DGSC
Data Trustees
Data Stewards
Data Managers
Technical roles

•

Data quality tools and
solutions
Workflow management tools
Data integration technologies

Process

Technology

•
•

7

Coordination Committees (Data
Trustees and Stewards)

Data Governance – Proposed Organization

Existing mechanisms

IT Committee of
the Board

VPAF/PVPA

Coordination
committees
New

(eg. SIS, FIS, HRIS, WCMS)
Focused on data quality, access,
redundancy and integrity

Data governance
steering
committee

Focused on escalations, and risks

IT Project
steering
committees

Focused on defining and
implementing data controls
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Next Steps
 Approval of Policy by the IT Committee and the Board
 Close outstanding internal audit item on Data Classification
 Establish policy implementation plan

9

Appendix
 Data Governances standard – detailed roles & responsibilities
(supplement to Slide 5)
 Additional examples of data domains and trustees
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Standard on Enterprise Data Governance – Detailed roles &
responsibilities
Activity

Data Trustee

Assigns Data Stewards/Managers to specific subject areas



Evaluates high-risk/atypical requests for access to Enterprise Data within
scope of responsibility



Data Steward

Defines Standards and Definitions for data elements within scope of
authority and ensures they are met



Specifies appropriate access procedures and rights/permissions
according to data classification



Data Manager

Documents data definitions (e.g. source, provenance, business name,
definition) and instructs University users in their proper handling.



Create processes and procedures to ensure the accuracy, privacy and
integrity of data within cope of responsibility



Technical
Role

Ensure appropriate technical controls are in place to assure data
confidentiality, integrity and availability



Establish processes and procedures for the access, retention,
disposition, and preservation of Enterprise Data
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PURPOSE AND SCOPE
Purpose
The purpose of the Policy on the Responsible Use of McGill Information Technology Resources (“Policy”) is
to ensure that McGill information technology resources (“McGill IT Resources”) are used to advance the
mission of McGill University (“University”) and to support any related administrative, financial and
operational activities. To this effect, the Policy aims to safeguard the Security of all McGill IT Resources, by
establishing the responsibilities of the University and of the University community in the use of all McGill IT
Resources.
Scope
This Policy governs the use of all McGill IT Resources and applies to all members of the University
community, including faculty, staff, students, retirees, alumni, appointees, consultants, guests or other
individuals who have been granted permission to use McGill IT Resources.

CONTENT
1. Definitions
For the purposes of this Policy, capitalized words have the following meaning:
1.1.

“Authorized User” means a member of the McGill University community and includes faculty,
staff, students, retirees, alumni, appointees, consultants, guests or other individuals who have
been granted permission to access certain data or systems that are part of McGill IT Resources
by virtue of their role and responsibilities.

1.2.

“Availability” means the assurance of timely and reliable access to McGill IT Resources for their
intended use.
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1.3.

“Broadcast Communications” means email or other electronic communications transmitted
through McGill IT Resources to a collection of electronic addresses, including, but not limited to,
Yammer, listservs, distribution lists and class lists.

1.4.

“Confidentiality” means the assurance that IT Credentials or Data can only be accessed by
Authorized Users or authorized systems.

1.5.

“Confidential Data” means information whose protection and use is mandated and governed by
law, regulation, industry requirement, contract or any McGill regulation, policy or directive
because of its sensitive nature, including, but not limited to, Personal Information.

1.6.

“Data” means digital information stored in or transmitted through McGill IT Resources and
includes documents, files, databases, emails and multimedia.

1.7.

“Integrity” means the assurance of the accuracy and consistency of Data and that Data is not
altered by unauthorized users.

1.8.

“IT Credentials” means a proof of identity used to control access to McGill IT Resources,
including, but not limited to, usernames, passwords, biometrics, digital certificates and key
cards.

1.9.

“IT Documents” means the guidelines, standards and directives related to this Policy appearing
in the IT Knowledge Base or IT Services website.

1.10.

“IT Services” means the McGill unit that delivers information technology services to the McGill
community and reports to the CIO (Chief Information Officer).

1.11.

“McGill email address” means an email address issued by IT Services to an Authorized User,
according to the official format as defined by IT Services.

1.12.

“McGill IT Resources” means all university-owned or provisioned IT assets. This includes, but is
not limited to, Data, cloud services, software, hardware, voice communications systems,
internet of things (IoT) and devices, and the services that make use of any of these IT resources.

1.13.

“McGill-Sponsored Public Website” means a website that is hosted on McGill IT Resources and
is accessible by any member of the public with a web browser and access to the Internet.

1.14.

“Non-McGill Use”, also known as personal use, means usage that is not for the purpose of
advancing the mission of the University and supporting related administrative, financial and
operational activities or that has not been otherwise authorized.

1.15.

“Personal Information” means information, which relates to a natural person and allows that
person to be identified, as provided for in applicable privacy legislation.

1.16.

“Security” means the protection of Confidentiality, Integrity and Availability of McGill IT
Resources.
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2.

1.17.

“System Administrator” means an individual responsible through position description or
position responsibilities for establishing and maintaining a computer system or network.

1.18.

“University Network” means the wired and wireless network for Data, voice and video under
the control of IT Services.

Principles
2.1.

McGill IT Resources are provided to Authorized Users only for the purpose of advancing the
mission of the University and in order to support related administrative, financial and
operational activities.

2.2.

Authorized Users shall use McGill IT Resources, for the purposes provided in section 2.1, and in
a responsible, ethical and lawful manner, in accordance with University policies, directives and
procedures, and other relevant University standards and guidelines, and in compliance with
applicable laws and regulations as well as, in certain circumstances, University contracts and
agreements.

2.3.

Authorized Users have a reasonable expectation of privacy in their use of McGill IT Resources.

2.4.

Authorized Users shall take reasonable and prudent steps to protect the Security and ensure
the Confidentiality, Integrity and Availability of McGill IT Resources.

2.5.

Ability to access and use McGill IT Resources does not, by itself, imply authorization to do so.

2.6.

Authorized Users shall respect the intellectual property rights of others.

2.7.

Authorized Users must use technology in accordance with IT Documents and best practices in
the University.

3. IT Credentials
3.1.

Authorized Users shall not share their personal IT Credentials.

3.2.

If it is essential that an IT Credential be shared and delegation is not supported by the
application, the Authorized User shall use an IT Credential that is intended for that specific
purpose, such as a resource account or a shared mailbox.

3.3.

When using McGill IT Resources, Authorized Users shall properly identify themselves using their
IT Credentials in applications, services or connections. An Authorized User shall not
impersonate another person, except for Authorized Users that have been explicitly granted
impersonation privileges in certain applications for the purposes of testing or configuration.

3.4.

Notwithstanding section 3.3, Authorized Users may remain anonymous for legitimate purposes
such as certain surveys.
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4. Security
4.1.

Authorized Users shall not use McGill IT Resources in any way that may compromise the
Security of McGill IT Resources or put the University at risk.

4.2.

Authorized Users shall report suspected actual or potential threats to the Security of McGill IT
Resources in accordance with relevant IT Services’ directives and protocols and shall cooperate
with investigations of possible breaches.

4.3.

Authorized Users shall not attempt to circumvent IT security controls without the prior written
approval of ITS Services (IT Security).

5. Data
5.1.

Subject to section 5.2, Confidential Data shall only be accessed by or with the consent of
Authorized Users or by other individuals with a legitimate need to have access and who have
been granted access by an Authorized User. The Confidentiality of the Data accessed shall be
preserved and the Data shall be used solely for the purposes for which it was accessed.

5.2.

Notwithstanding section 2.3, access to Authorized User Data may be provided to a designated
University administrator with a legitimate interest in and responsibility for the matter in the
following cases:

5.3.

(i)

For continued operation of the University where the Authorized User whose
Data are accessed is unavailable or no longer at McGill.

(ii)

To investigate breaches of University policies or regulations where reasonable
grounds exist to believe that a breach has occurred.

(iii)

Where permitted by law.

At the earliest stages of consideration regarding the use of an information technology vendor
for storage, processing or transmission of institutional Data, an Authorized User shall consult
Procurement Services for guidance. Procurement Services will consult with IT Services and Legal
Services where required.

6. Email and Broadcast Communications
6.1.

Email messages must comply with standards and laws concerning privacy, and retention and
destruction of documents. Consequently, faculty and staff Authorized Users shall seek
authorization from the CIO or delegate, to:
(i)
(ii)

systematically/automatically forward/redirect their email to external mail servers
or
configure to download/pull all their email to external mail servers.
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Manual forwarding/redirecting of select email messages is permitted, subject to other
provisions of McGill policies and regulations.
6.2.

6.3.

Authorized Users are permitted to send Broadcast Communications if the content of the
message is related to McGill’s teaching, research or administrative functions and if
(i)

the Authorized User is permitted to send the broadcast by virtue of their function or

(ii)

the Authorized User is permitted to send the broadcast to individuals that have
knowingly subscribed.

Authorized Users who are part of administrative units shall send Broadcast Communications in
accordance with IT Documents for Security best practices, formats and attachments.

7. Public Websites

8.

7.1.

An Authorized User who publishes information on a McGill-Sponsored Public Website shall
ensure that the content does not violate this Policy, any other University policy, directive or
procedure or any applicable laws or regulations.

7.2.

No external or commercial advertising shall appear in any McGill-Sponsored Public Website
without the prior written approval of Communications and External Relations who shall consult
the appropriate senior administrator where required. Notwithstanding this provision,
sponsorship of University activities, including, but not restricted to, academic conferences,
symposia and the like, may be recognized on the appropriate McGill Websites.

7.3.

All McGill Websites shall be developed in conformity with the McGill digital communication
governance framework, which addresses Web standards and standards for security, naming
conventions, accessibility, visual and branding identity.

7.4.

Domain names that include the word “McGill” shall not be purchased or registered by individual
units or McGill employees without the approval of Communications and External Relations.

7.5.

Analytics and user tracking have ethical and privacy implications. Data collections for analytics
and user research is limited to interactions around links, buttons and page elements. Personal
Information or Confidential Data can only be collected in accordance with applicable laws.

Network
8.1.

The University may limit or block internet traffic, where the traffic exposes the University or
Authorized Users to threats to Security or where it is necessary to ensure the Confidentiality,
Integrity or Availability of McGill IT Resources.

8.2.

Authorized Users shall not extend or share the University Network with public or other persons
unless written authorization has been obtained from IT Services.

8.3.

Authorized Users shall not connect any network devices (including switches, routers, wireless
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access points, VPNs and firewalls) to the University Network without prior written approval of
IT Services. Standard exceptions outlined in IT Documents do not require additional approval.
8.4.

Authorized Users may only connect devices to the University Network that comply with IT
Documents related to cybersecurity.

9. System Administration
9.1.

All McGill IT Resources shall have a duly appointed System Administrator. Where an academic
unit has not made other arrangements, researchers or their delegates are System
Administrators of the research systems they control.

9.2.

System Administrators shall respect the policies, directives, standards and procedures
established by the University, and configure and manage systems in accordance with best
practices in the University.

9.3.

Notwithstanding due regard to users’ privacy, System Administrators may routinely monitor or
access accounts or use software and hardware tools (including surveillance or monitoring
tools, cookies, audit trails and logs, backups and archives), to track or preserve activity on the
system. They shall only use such Data within their legitimate authority and will treat any Data
accessed for this purpose as confidential.

9.4.

Authorized Users using McGill IT Resources in breach of McGill’s policies and procedures or in
excess of their authority are subject to having their activities monitored and recorded by
System Administrators. In the course of monitoring individuals improperly using McGill IT
Resources, or in the course of McGill IT Resources maintenance, the activities of Authorized
Users could also be monitored.

10. Non-McGill Use
10.1.

The University does not warrant any service or Confidentiality levels for Non-McGill Use of
McGill IT Resources.

10.2.

McGill University reserves the right to limit or stop Non-McGill Use where the use exposes the
University to risk.

11. Enforcement
11.1.

A violation of the provisions of this Policy may constitute a disciplinary offence and, where
appropriate, shall be dealt with under the regulations, policies, code or collective agreement to
which the Authorized User is subject.

11.2.

Any individual who has reasonable cause to believe that there has been a breach of this Policy
shall report the matter to the CIO.

11.3.

A report identifying the type of access granted under 5.2 (Data) shall be prepared by the unit
heads or their delegates and provided to the CIO upon request. The CIO shall in turn report to
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the Vice-Principal (Administration and Finance) on such activity. The report shall contain
aggregated information and shall not identify individuals by name.

AUTHORITY TO APPROVE PROCEDURES
The Vice-Principal (Administration and Finance) or his delegate has the authority to establish and amend
procedures necessary for the purpose of implementing this Policy.

REVIEW
This revised Policy will come into force XXX XX, XXXX.
This Policy will be reviewed every five years following its last review date.
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GD19-65 Appendix G
Proposed Changes to the Policy for the Responsible Use of McGill IT Resources

PROPOSED CHANGES – CORE
DESCRIPTION
EXTERNAL MAIL SERVERS

ANALYTICS

April 2020

Current Policy (2010)
6.2 To ensure that e-mail records
are managed according to
University Data retention
policies, all administrative and
support staff shall ensure that
their McGill e-mail address
forwards to a McGill e- mail
server. They shall not configure
their McGill e-mail to forward to
a non-McGill e-mail address,
without prior authorization from
the CIO or delegate. Academic
staff may forward their e-mail to
a non-McGill e-mail server, after
they have assured themselves
that the e-mail receives
protections similar to those of
university e-mail accounts and
respect standards and laws
concerning privacy and retention
and destruction of documents.
SILENT

Proposed Policy (2020)
6.1 Email messages must comply
with standards and laws
concerning privacy, and retention
and destruction of documents;
consequently, Authorized Users
who are faculty and staff shall
obtain authorization from the
CIO or delegate, to:
(i) systematically/automatically
forward/redirect their email
to external mail servers or
(ii) configure to download/pull
all their email to external mail
servers.
Manual forwarding/redirecting of
select email messages is
permitted, subject to other
provisions of McGill policies and
regulations.
7.5 Analytics and user tracking
have ethical and privacy
implications. Data collections for
analytics and user research is
limited to interactions around
links, buttons and page elements.
Personal Information or
Confidential Data can only be
collected in accordance with
applicable laws.

IT Services

EXPLANATION/RATIONALE
This proscription was formerly
applicable to administrative and
support staff only. Under the
revised Policy, it applies to
faculty as well as administrative
and support staff, in an effort to
ensure that more of the McGill
community is protected from the
risks associated with the use of
external mail servers, which
include the potential for
information leakage and the
inaccessibility of activity logs.

Article 7.5 involves the addition
of restrictions regarding analytics
and user tracking. The collection
of personal information needs to
be governed, in light of the
advent of analytic tools. The
current Policy (2010) did not
properly govern the collection of
personal information.

Proposed Changes to the Policy for the Responsible Use of McGill IT Resources
DESCRIPTION
REPORTING

Current Policy (2010)
11.3 An annual report identifying
the type of access granted by IT
Services under Section 5 (Data)
shall be prepared by the CIO or
delegate and provided to the
Provost. The annual report shall
contain aggregated information,
and shall not identify individuals
by name.

Proposed Policy (2020)
11.3 A report identifying the type
of access granted under 5.2
(Data) shall be prepared by the
unit heads or their delegates and
provided to the CIO upon
request. The CIO shall in turn
report to the Vice-Principal
(Administration and Finance) on
such activity. The report shall
contain aggregated information
and shall not identify individuals
by name.

EXPLANATION/RATIONALE
Whereas the current Policy
requires a report identifying the
type of access granted only by IT
Services, the proposed Policy
requires a report capturing the
type of access granted by ALL
UNITS.
In the current Policy the report is
provided to the Provost because
in 2010 ITS fell under the purview
of the Office of the Provost. In
the proposed Policy, the report is
provided to the Vice-Principal
(Administration and Finance).
This change reflects the fact that
ITS now falls under the purview
of the VPAF.
In the current Policy the report is
provided annually. In the
proposed Policy and in light of
past experience, it will be
prepared upon request only.

April 2020

IT Services

Proposed Changes to the Policy for the Responsible Use of McGill IT Resources

PROPOSED CHANGES – MINOR
DESCRIPTION
IMPERSONATION

Current Policy (2010)
3.2 Authorized Users shall
properly identify themselves in
applications, services, or
connections that use McGill IT
Resources. An Authorized User
shall not impersonate another
person.

CLOUD

5.3 Before entrusting storage,
processing or transmission of
Personal Information to an
information technology vendor
controlled by a company or
service outside Quebec, an
Authorized User shall consult the
CIO for guidance who will consult
with senior administrators as
appropriate.

April 2020

Proposed Policy (2020)
3.3 When using McGill IT
Resources, Authorized Users shall
properly identify themselves
using their IT Credentials in
applications, services or
connections. An Authorized User
shall not impersonate another
person, except for Authorized
Users that have been explicitly
granted impersonation privileges
in certain applications for the
purposes of testing or
configuration.
5.3. At the earliest stages of
consideration regarding the use
of an information technology
vendor for storage, processing or
transmission of institutional
Data, an Authorized User shall
consult Procurement Services for
guidance. Procurement Services
will consult with IT Services and
Legal Services where required.

IT Services

EXPLANATION/RATIONALE
The proposed Policy introduces
an exception to the rule that
Authorized Users shall not
impersonate another person.

In the current Policy, the
obligation to consult applied only
when the vendor under
consideration was not a Quebec
vendor. In the proposed Policy,
this obligation applies with
respect to all vendors, in and
outside of Quebec.
Whereas in the current Policy the
Authorized User is obligated to
consult the CIO for guidance, in
the proposed Policy the
Authorized User is obligated to
consult Procurement Services.

Proposed Changes to the Policy for the Responsible Use of McGill IT Resources

CONTENT GUIDELINES

ADVERTISING

April 2020

7.2 Where McGill sponsors a
collaborative web site, such as
blogs, wikis or social networks,
the site shall conform to IT
Guidelines.
7.3 No external or commercial
advertising shall appear in any
public McGill web site without
the prior approval of the CIO who
shall consult the appropriate
senior administrator.
Notwithstanding this provision,
sponsorship of University
activities, including, but not
restricted to, academic
conferences, symposia and the
like, may be advertised on the
appropriate McGill websites.

OMITTED

IT Guidelines on collaborative
web sites have historically been
limited.

7.2. No external or commercial
advertising shall appear in any
McGill-Sponsored Public Website
without the prior written
approval of Communications and
External Relations who shall
consult the appropriate senior
administrator where required.
Notwithstanding this provision,
sponsorship of University
activities, including, but not
restricted to, academic
conferences, symposia and the
like, may be recognized on the
appropriate McGill Websites.

In the current Policy, the
responsibility to approve external
or commercial advertising
appearing in any public McGill
website lies with the Chief
Information Officer. In the
proposed Policy, it lies with
Communications and External
Relations.

IT Services

Proposed Changes to the Policy for the Responsible Use of McGill IT Resources
DESCRIPTION
WEB STANDARDS

DOMAIN NAMES

April 2020

Current Policy (2010)
7.5 All Administrative Web Sites
shall be developed in conformity
with the McGill web publishing IT
Guidelines, which address Web
standards and standards for
security, accessibility, and visual
identity. In particular,
Administrative Web Sites shall be
properly identified as associated
with and / or belonging to McGill
University, and they shall provide
ease of navigation to and from
University web sites.

Proposed Policy (2020)
7.3 All McGill Websites shall be
developed in conformity with the
McGill digital communication
governance framework, which
addresses Web standards and
standards for security, naming
conventions, accessibility, visual
and branding identity.

7.6 Domain names that include
the word “McGill” shall not be
purchased or registered by
individual units or McGill
employees without the approval
of the Secretary-General.

7.4. Domain names that include
the word “McGill” shall not be
purchased or registered by
individual units or McGill
employees without the approval
of Communications and External
Relations.

IT Services

EXPLANATION/RATIONALE
Under the current Policy, web
standards apply to Administrative
Web Sites only. In the proposed
Policy, Web standards apply to all
McGill Web sites. Incidentally,
the proposed Policy no longer
references “Administrative Web
Sites”.
In the proposed Policy, McGill
Web sites must be developed in
conformity with McGill’s digital
communication framework as
opposed to the web publishing IT
guidelines.
In the proposed Policy, the
responsibility to approve the
purchase or registration of
domain names that include the
word “McGill” lies with
Communications and External
Relations, as opposed to the
Secretary-General, as is the case
in the current Policy.

Proposed Changes to the Policy for the Responsible Use of McGill IT Resources
DESCRIPTION
WEB BLOCKS

Current Policy (2010)
8.1 IT Services shall not normally
use technology to prevent an
Authorized User of McGill IT
Resources to access an external
web site, where the computer
has been configured to have
access to the internet.
8.2 Notwithstanding section 8.1,
the University shall moderate,
filter, limit or block internet
traffic, where it exposes the
University or Authorized Users to
threats to Security or where it is
necessary to ensure the
Confidentiality, Integrity or
Availability of McGill IT
Resources.

Proposed Policy (2020)
8.1 [Deleted]
8.1. The University may limit or
block internet traffic, where the
traffic exposes the University or
Authorized Users to threats to
Security or where it is necessary
to ensure the Confidentiality,
Integrity or Availability of McGill
IT Resources.

OTHER NOTABLE CHANGES
−

Improved definitions to align with definitions in the revised Cloud Directive

−

Style conformity with the Policy for the Development and Review of Governing Documents

−

Wordsmithing

April 2020

IT Services

EXPLANATION/RATIONALE
The rationale for the inclusion
of 8.1 in the current Policy was to
limit requests from the McGill
community to filter Web sites
based on allegations that their
content was libelous. This is
provision is no longer relevant.

